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Background     

The ghost of Henry Burghersh, 14th-century Bishop of Lincoln, is reputed to haunt the area.  The 

Green Forester or Green Man of Fingest is said to have reputedly haunted the churchyard of the 

Norman St Batholomews and Chequers Lane as he walks between the site of the old manor house and 

the church.  

There seems to have been some conjecture as to whether the Bishop Burghesh’s ghost was successfully 

exorcised with the land being made available to villagers once more and suggestions that this repentant 

bishop was somehow morphed if only in folklore into a ‘Green Man’ figure common in pagan 

traditions.  A phantom Black Dog is said to haunt Fingest Lane between the village of Fingest and 

Skirmett.   

 

Investigation 

21:30 Fingest Lane 

The Investigation began with a long walk along Fingest Lane in the direction of Skirmett. The lane 

itself was very dark with a few houses dotted along the lane itself.  Sadly despite a long walk the dog 

was nowhere to be seen. 

22:10 Chequers Lane  

The team then investigated Chequers lane and Katie had an image of a slender foot in covered in dried 

dirt especially around the toe nails and Katie thought it was the foot of a woman but she was not 

certain.  Further along the lane just past some houses both Katie and Kerry senses that a horse and 

carriage was coming along the lane and that this lane was heavily used by horse and cart as a main link 

to other areas.   Kerry also had the feeling of her throat being tight as if it was being cut round her neck. 

Chequers Lane is said to be the location for the Green Man who on this occasion was not seen.   

 

22:45 St Bartholomew’s Church 

During the investigation of the church area the team felt that the most active areas were in fact the rear 

area of the church in a corner where the rubbish was placed. In the rear of the churchyard Katie had 

seen the image of wooden beams of woods like a gallows with ropes hanging down from them. Katie 

wondered if people had been hung in this area at some point in the past. 

In the Corner of the church where the rubbish mound was hidden away.  Kerry felt uneasy and Katie 

felt pressure on her head as soon as she entered the area.  It was so bad that Katie wanted to leave the 

area almost immediately.  Katie felt that the people buried in the cemetery wanted the stuff from the 

rubbish mound put back onto their graves as if they had an attachment to these items that now lay in a 

heap forgotten by the living.        
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In these area two young children a boy named John who keeps crying and a young girl both of whom 

were sensed.  Other names the came to light were Eric and Rebecca. 

At one point during a séance that was held Katie bent down on one knee to try and make contact with a 

child to see if sitting at the child height might encourage the child to come forward and make contact 

through either the mediums or the paranormal equipment that was being used that included sound 

recorders, spirituous and other media.  However apart from the smell coming from the mound nothing 

further was picked up. 

 

The group then moved into the main part of the cemetery and began to pick up noise pollution from the 

nearby local public house which was very busy thus immediately debunking any audio picked up on 

the sound equipment.   The group sat around one particular grave and Paul used his Echovox alongside 

Andy who used his Olivus Three as these would not be impacted upon by the noise pollution.  

00:00 End of investigation 

With the Temperature dropping and no further sign of paranormal activity the group decided to end the 

investigation. 

 

Post Investigation 

LPS would also like to take this opportunity to thank the locals and landlord of the nearby Public 

House for their support and allowing us to use their car park for our investigation  
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